NOTES AND STUDIES

it is probable enough that the phrase, which had become a standing
formula, assumed this character in Palestine. I would venture to
go further, and say that before St Paul set out on his first missionary
journey in A. n. 46, there was already a Baptismal Confession more
or less definitely formulated in Syria, which St Paul carried with him
and taught to his converts at their Baptism.
T. HERBERT BINDLEY.

THE ORIGEN-CITATIONS IN CRAMER'S CATENA
ON I CORINTHIANS.
IT has long been recognized that the text of many portions of Cramer's
Catenae Graecorum Patrum z"n Novum Testamentum leaves much to be
desired. Since his first volume was published in 1838 large additions
have been made to our knowledge of the Catenae themselves; but
even where we have still to depend in great measure upon the MSS
which Cramer used much can often be done to improve the text, since
unfortunately in several cases he did not make his own collations. In
the Introduction to his sixth volume (Gal., Eph., Phil., Col., Thess.)
he himself expresses a fear that the 'scriba Parisiensis' whom he
employed has not always truly represented the reading of the MS
(Paris Cois. gr. 204) used for those Epistles. That his suspicion was
justified was abundantly shewn by the new edition of Origen's commentary on Ephesians based upon that MS by the Rev. J. A. F. Gregg,
and published in this JouRNAL 1•
During a recent visit to the Paris Library the present writer examined
the MS upon which the Catena on 1 Corinthians is based with special
reference to the Origen-citations. The MS (Paris, grec 227) contains
only the Catena upon this Epistle, and is in excellent preservation. It
consists of 213 leaves, of which the last seven are in a different but
contemporary hand, and is rightly assigned to the sixteenth century.
The spelling is very bad, but the writing is clear and contains no
abbreviations of unusual difficulty. The lemmata are quite plainly
distinguished from the commentary, the several portions of which are
each invariably introduced by the name of the author from whom they
1
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are taken. These names are written either in full or in a more or less
contracted form, the two commonest abbreviations being those for the
names of Origen and John Chrysostom. The former appears either as
wpty£vovu, wpty•v, wpty~. wpty, or very often in the form of a small w from
the centre of which rises a capital r surmounted almost invariably by
a small • : the upright stroke of the r has a semicircular loop on the
right-hand side to represent the p. The £ never appears in Cramer's
representation of the sign. The name of Chrysostom is represented
either by 'Iwavvov or far more frequently by a long vertical stroke
surmounted, but never touched, by a small w. It never has the form
of contraction printed in Cramer, and there is never the slightest doubt
which of the two names was intended by the scribe.
A short examination sufficed to shew that the divergence of Cramer's
text from the MS is constant and serious, and for reasons which will
appear it is not improbable that the ' scriba Parisien sis ' who is responsible for the blunders in the Ephesians essayed his 'prentice
hand upon I Corinthians, which appeared in Cramer's fifth volume.
That volume contains more than eighty quotations nominally from
Origen, and more than ISO from Chrysostom. The first 'Origen'
extracts given are the two which are printed on p. 7, lines 1 ff, 9 ff '.
But in the MS the first is assigned by its symbol to John (Chry·
sostom), the second to Origen. Between this page and p. 2I, line 14,
where the name 'Iwavvov is first written in full, every one of the five
extracts (pp. 9, 1ff; Io, 2sf; i3, 17f; IS, 33ff; 19, 14ff) prefixed
in the MS by the symbol for John is assigned by the transcriber
in Cramer to Origen. Further, between p. 2 I, I 4 and p. 38, I I
where the name 'Iwavvov is next written in full, no passage is ascribed
in Cramer to Chrysostom, since the transcriber, apparently not yet
understanding the meaning of the symbol, has transferred the seven
intermediate passages to which it is prefixed in the MS (pp. 22, 1 7 ff;
24, 33ff; 26, Iff; 30, 7ff (and hence I8ff); 34, 2Sff; 3S. 34ff)
again to Origen. At p. 39. 29 the symbol is for the first time interpreted rightly, although the next two passages in which it occurs (pp. 42,
I2 ff; 48, 22 ff) are again assigned to Origen. From p. so, 10 onwards
the sign where it occurs is correctly understood, though at p. 82, 20
and in several subsequent passages the transcriber seems to have
hesitated, for he gives (inaccurately) the form of the sign at the foot of
the page. It is possible that the true interpretation was suggested to
him in turning over the leaves of the MS by the fact that in two
passages (Cramer pp. 133, 27; 273, 4) the scribe has written the
' Except where otherwise stated the references which follow are all to Cramer's
pag,.
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vertical stroke surmounted by the w, but altering his mind has crossed
out the w and written 'Iwavvov in full 1•
We have thus no less than fifteen passages assigned in the MS to
Chrysostom, but in Cramer to Origen '· The suggestion that the
attribution might possibly be justified by internal evidence is disposed
of by the fact that, with the exception of the two extracts on p. 30, the
writer has traced all of them to their proper context in the printed text
of Chrysostom's Homilies on I Corinthians 8• The loss of fifteen Origencitations is of course a serious one since, as is shewn by the list of
passages. given below, there are already grave lacunae. The passages
which remain contain comments upon the following portions of the
Epistle :-I Cor. i 2 b, 4-8, 9, 10, I 7 (bis), I8, I9, 20-21, 26-29; ii
4-6, 7-8, 9-Io, II-IS; iii I-3, 4, 6, 9-I3, IS, I6~2o, 2I-22; iv I-4,
s, 6-7, 8, 9-Io, IS-I8, I9-2o, 2I; v I-2, 3, s, 7-8, 9-I3; vi 3, 4-Io,
12, I3, I4, IS, I8, I9-20; vii I-4, s-7, 8-II, 12-I4, I8-2o, 2I-24,
2S-28; ix 7, Io-II, I6-I7 1 I9-22, 23, 24j X I-S, 6; xii 3, 28-29; Xlll
I-2, 3, 4-s, 8-u, I2; xiv 3I, 34-36, 37-38; xv 2, 20-22, 36-37; xvi
IO-I 2, I3-I4.
Unfortunately the transcriber's inaccuracy is not confined to the
names of authors, but extends to the text. He was inadequately
equipped for his task, and a student of Greek palaeography will readily
recognize the cause of the following blunders taken from a host of others :
Cramer p. 7' 6 KOLVOWV ' Cod '] KOLVO~ ~v n 4 ; 7' 9 7rpOKELCT0e 'Cod ']
7rpoK£Lcr0at n; 32, I8 Ka'Top0wcr6p.evov] Ka'TopO.!Jcrop.ev n; SI, Io lJ7rO 8~
~'TEpov 'Cod'] V7r08eecr'T£pwv n; 79. I9 lvayKpacret 'Cod'] £vcrvyKp{cret
n ; I 2 9. 2 V7r0 8£ ;_,.(pov~ ' Cod '] V7ro8ee!T'T(pov~ n ; I 3 7' I 9 Af~EL~J 86~et
IT. In fact in a very large number of cases where the reading of the
MS is definitely cited at the foot of the page that citation is wrong.
On p. 266, 4, not understanding the contraction of A.vcrt~ (in opposition
to tlVT{Oecrt~), the transcriber has omitted it altogether. On p. I83, 8,
having observed that the scribe has usually represented the ordinary
1 On p. 15 r, 26, the transcriber has done Chrysostom a still further injustice by
.assigning without comment a passage prefixed by his symbol to Oecumenius-no
doubt through sheer carelessness. The extract on p. 343, 17 ffto which no name is
attached in Cramer is also assigned by the MS to Chrysostom.
• P. 255, 27 ff is marked in the MS as a separate extract, but since like the preceding it is assigned to Origen this is of less importance.
3
It follows therefore that the references in Tischendorf Novum Testamentum
( ed. viii, major) on i 17 to p. 35, on i 25 to p. 26, on ii I to pp. 34, 35, on ii 2 to
p. 35 (ter), on ii 9 to p. 42 (where a long extract is given), on ii IS to p. 48 of
Cramer's Catena on I Cor. can no longer be cited as evidence for the reading
of Origen in those passages.
• This !Symbol is used to denote the true MS reading, transcribed without contractions.
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<:ontraction for Kat, found no doubt in the exemplar, by K{ and finding
the word uapK{ divided at the end of a line (uapllKt) he has ingenuously
transcribed it as uap Kat, which is nonsense.
If the Paris MS were an independent authority a careful re-collation
of the whole of it would be imperatively necessary : but in view of the
fact that it is in all probability a direct descendant of the Vatican
Catena, Vat. gr. 762, not known to Cramer, this larger undertaking,
which the writer has only carried out so far as Origen is concerned,
is for the present superfluous. It is to be hoped that an examination
of this Vatican Catena together with such additional information as
may be gleaned from further discoveries of Catena MSS or fragments
may help to throw some light upon the question-at present, as
Professor Harnack confesses \ an obscure one-as to the character
of the work from which the citations on I Corinthians are taken.
CLAUDE JENKINS.

THE

A~lTIA

ON ST PAUL'S VOYAGE.
AcTs xxvn.

FoR fourteen days the Alexandrine ship, into which the centurion
had transferred his soldiers and prisoners at Myra, was driven by an
ENE. gale from Crete to Malta. With regard to the food supply and
the condition of those on board, we are told (v. 21) ?ToAA~~ a(m{a~
v1rapxo-Gcrq~ (A. V. 'after long abstinence': R. V. 'when they had been
long without food': Vulg. 'cum multa ieiunatiofuisset': DouayVersion
'after they had fasted a long time'). Although this expression occurs
after an allusion to the 'third day ' of the storm and 'more days', the
participle implies that this autTfa had already been in existence. In consequence of it St Paul endeavours to keep up their spirits (dlJvp.£1n)•
On the night before the actual wreck, he again addresses them, saying that
it was the fourteenth day 1rpou8oKWVT£~ d.utTot 8tanA£tT£ (A. V. ' ye have
tarried and continued fasting' : R. V. 'ye wait and continue fasting':
Vulg. 'expectantes ieiuni permanetis' : D. V. 'ye expect and remain
fasting'). In connexion with this state of things the following additional
expressions occur-p.£TaA.af3/iv Tpocp~~. p:q8f.v ?TpouA.af36p.£vot . .. (v. 33);
?TpouA.a{3£tVTpocp~~ (v. 34); A.af3?'nv d.p7ov (v. 35); £1l()vp.ot . .. ?Tpou£A.af3ovTo
Tpocp~~ (v. 36); KOp£u()tVT£~ Tpocp~~, lK{3aA.A6p.£vot Tov utTov (v. 38). Let
1
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